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Python: Beginner's Guide to Artificial Intelligence: Build applications to intelligently interact with the world around you using PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop real-world applications powered by the latest advances in intelligent systems

	
		Key Features

		
			Gain real-world contextualization using deep learning problems concerning research and application
	
			Get to know the best practices to improve and optimize your machine...
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PC Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips &ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
Covering both Windows and Linux, PC  Hacks combines the bestselling Hacks series style  with the world's most popular computing hardware. Hacks for  enhancing performance and preventing problems with your PC  include overclocking CPU and video cards, tweaking RAM  timing, selecting the best performing components,...
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PCs: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2005
Your vacuum comes with one. Even your blender comes with one. But your PC--something that costs a whole lot more and is likely to be used daily and for tasks of far greater importance and complexity--doesn't come with a printed manual. Thankfully, that's not a problem any longer: PCs: The Missing...
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PCs For Dummies Quick Reference (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Fast answers to frequently asked questions
All the PC essentials at your fingertips!     

If you like your answers quick and your information up-to-date, look no further. This concise, superbly organized reference walks you through setting up a PC, connecting all the parts, using programs, organizing your stuff, storing things on disk,...
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Total Area Networking: Atm, Ip, Frame Relay and Smds ExplainedJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Total Area Networking ATM,IP, Frame Relay and SMDS Explained Second Edition John Atkins and Mark Norris BT, UK Total Area Networking explains how high-speed communications allow local facilities to become part of a more global network. This concept is the essential basis for super-connectivity, when the user sees a distributed set of network-based...
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About Face 3: The Essentials of Interaction DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
When the first edition of About Face was published in 1995, the idea of designing products based on human goals was a revolutionary concept. Thanks to the work of Alan Cooper and other pioneers, interaction design is now widely recognized as a unique and vital discipline, but our work is far from finished.
This completely updated volume...
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Mastering AutoCAD 2008 and AutoCAD LT 2008Sybex, 2007
The World's Bestselling AutoCAD Resource Fully Updated for 2008
   There's a reason why Mastering AutoCAD is so popular year after year. Loaded with concise explanations, step-by-step instructions, and hands-on projects, this comprehensive reference and tutorial from award-winning author George Omura has everything you...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to PCs (8th Edition)Alpha, 2001
As more and more people purchase computers for their home, the  need for an easy-to-use, light-hearted guide becomes a necessity.  Updated from the best-selling first edition, this must-have resource  will provide readers with all the information they need from  purchasing, setting up, upgrading their system and using the Internet  to creating...
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The Radio Station, Seventh Edition: Broadcast, Satellite & InternetFocal Press, 2006
Keith's masterful updated survey of what has changed and what remains the same in the dynamic audio industry.
 - Christopher Sterling, 
	George Washington University     

       The bible for beginning radio professionals. A complete guide to the internal workings of radio stations and the radio industry. The book  is now a...
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Oracle PL/SQL Best PracticesO'Reilly, 2007
In this compact book, Steven Feuerstein, widely recognized as one of the world's leading experts on the Oracle PL/SQL language, distills his many years of programming, teaching, and writing about PL/SQL into a set of best practices-recommendations for developing successful applications. Covering the latest Oracle release, Oracle Database 11g,...
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Data Model Patterns: A Metadata Map (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
A very ambitious undertaking, masterfully described. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first published version of the detailed models implied by the Zachman Framework. David Hay builds the models one step at a time, describing in each increment why the new entities were added, and how they related to the rest of the model. At least as...
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The Well-Grounded RubyistManning Publications, 2009
The Well-Grounded Rubyist takes you from interested novice to proficient practitioner. It's a beautifully written tutorial that begins with the basic steps to get your first Ruby program up and running and goes on to explore sophisticated topics like callable objects, reflection, and threading. Whether the topic is simple or tough, the...
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